
Safety
hand protection chemical resistant

1297

100% continuous filament knitted polyester, designed to be worn under latex, PVC or other outer gloves for 
maximum comfort and dexterity. May be cleanroom laundered.

Glove liners, cleanroom

• Superior thermal insulation for warmth

• Manufactured using Thermax™ fibre from DuPont™

• Soft and non-chaffing with a fast wicking action for greater dryness

• Machine washable/dryable

• Use as a liner for industrial rubber gloves or on its own

• Ideal for food and fishing industries, construction, food retailing and general outdoor maintenance work 
in cold weather

• For minimal risks only

Glove liners, Insulator™

Chemical resistant film gloves with an ergonomic design and an integral, non-woven liner that helps absorb 
and dissipate perspiration for a cooler, more comfortable fit.

Manufactured from five layer film for wide spectrum chemical resistance, they meet a wide range of 
common and ‘difficult’ chemical resistances for laboratory use as well as in pharmaceutical and chemical 
manufacture. Patented seam technology locks out chemicals and keeps the protective film and liner 
together as a single unit. Worn alone, Barrier™ gloves provide flexibility and tactility. In applications where 
the risk of physical damage is greater, the gloves should be worn as liners under heavier nitrile, neoprene, or 
PVC gloves. Packaged in single pair units within a pack of 12 pairs to ensure cleanliness.

Gloves, chemical resistant, Barrier™, PPE Category III

Catalogue No Legacy No Size Length, mm Pack type Pack qty

11397014 - 6 380 Pair 12

12313609 - 7 380 Pair 12

12323609 - 8 390 Pair 12

12333609 - 9 390 Pair 12

12343609 - 10 400 Pair 12

Catalogue No Legacy No Pack type Pack qty

12435150 - Pair 12

Catalogue No Legacy No Size Type Pack type Pack qty

12405180 - Regular Half-fingered Pair 10

12415180 - Large Half-fingered Pair 10

12940975 - Regular Full-fingered Pair 10

12950975 - Large Full-fingered Pair 10
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